THE BAND PLAYS ON

PLAY BALL!

LET IT SNOW

Mr. Deaven marching.

WALES, WI – Passersby were amazed at
the amount of sound cymbals produced
in this sleepy village’s downtown area recently when the razor sharp metal disks
of terror cut through the air, punctuating the brash horns as they marched,
unstoppable, mindless and unrelenting.
These clashing portents brought forth by
our youth! Throughout the hot afternoon with sun waning, the sure, steady
drumbeat marked the passage of time,
reminding all who have ears that the
band plays on.

Ms. Deaven preparing to set.

The Deavens at 11,000’.

MIDDLETON, WI – Girls from across
Wisconsin descended here in March to
play volleyball in between long periods
spent sending instagrams, kiks, vines,
and even plain SMS texts to each other
even when standing less than 2 meters
apart. Between a club team, middle
school team, and summer sand league,
local resident Mia Deaven is managing
to play a decent amount of volleyball.

BERTHOUD PASS, CO – Some
refugees from Wisconsin stopped here in
April to perform a short religious prayer
ceremony, encouraging snowfall to close
the pass after their safe passage to Winter Park and the ski slopes located there.
“We would like all traffic from Denver
to be blocked for the next 4 days,” said
Mia Deaven, 12. Ms. Deaven favors tree
skiing on blue slopes, specializing in
trails which are exceedingly difficult for
her father, David Deaven, to navigate in
his attempt to supervise her runs.

CUPCAKE AND A BOOK

ARTISAN MAKES
ARTISANAL ART

PLAY BALL!

Ms. Deaven, Ms. Kenton, and cakes

Ms. Deaven and one of her works.

KETTLE MORAINE, WI – As a result of school assignments and copious
free time, Mia Deaven, 12 became a fullfledged Artisan making Artisanal art.
“It may be a tautology, but this Artisan
stuff really sells,” according to Mia’s father David Deaven. “Basically anything
she makes can be labeled Artisanal, because that means she made it herself,
and instantly her crafts triple in
market value.” Ms. Deaven has
made paintings, jewelry, fingernail
decorations, and food items while
being an Artisan.

DELAFIELD, WI – Visitors to the
Delafield Public Library this summer
were able to purchase Artisanal cupcakes from local Artisans Mia Deaven,
12, and her friend Sarah Kenton. The
Artisans were on hand to sell Artisanal
cupcakes to raise funds for the library.
“The double choco-blast Oreo cupcake
has a pleasant sweet taste” according to one anonymous library staffer.
No strangers to recognition for charitable works, the girls also received a
signed letter of thanks from Wisconsin’s Lieutenant Governor after their
girl scout troop successfully launched
the STEP emergency preparedness for
children program in several Wisconsin
school districts.

Mr. Deaven in the batter’s box.

MYRTLE BEACH, SC – Baseball fans
at the Ripkin Experience here were surprised this summer to see Aidan Deaven,
14 playing baseball in between long
stretches of time at the beach, and riding golf carts around the retirement
village in excess of the 19MPH
speed limit. Mr. Deaven was
in town with his Delafield
Titans team and his family.

WINNERS

The Deaven family.

MARSHFIELD, WI – In the last year of
a successful middle school career soon to
be capped by graduation, Aidan Deaven,
14, and his fellow Kettle Moraine basketball 8th grade club team took 4th place
at the Wisconsin State basketball tournament. Mr. Deaven is playing for the
Kettle Moraine HS freshman team in the
2013-14 season.

VERBOTENE STADT

GNAR GNAR POW POW

KINGDA FLAW

Sitting, always sitting is the
snowboarder.

Well laid track.

Sitting down at home, too.

WINTER PARK, CO – Just before
plunging into powder, trees, and cliffs,
Aidan Deaven took a few minutes this
February to enjoy the view from the
12,000’ peak of the Parsenn bowl. Mr.
Deaven has been enjoying Winter Park
every year since he was 8 years old, most
often from a sitting position, which is –
along with slope scraping – the predominant snowboarding stance.
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TOWN OF DELAFIELD, WI – Local
construction worker Aidan Deaven, 15
got his first car this year. And he built
a roller coaster in his backyard. “The
track is perfect, but my Dad can’t get
the trucks on the cart to work,” said Mr.
Deaven. “Three sets of them he built
from wood have broken apart at the bottom of the hill, and now he has to make
new welded metal ones.” Mr. Deaven’s
father declined to comment about the
likelihood that the new trucks would remain safely intact through the 20’ drop
and banked turns now criss-crossing his
once-peaceful backyard.

LOW RIDER
This is not allowed.

FORBIDDEN CITY, CHINA – Nobody
is allowed in the city. Mr. David
Deaven, 47, is not allowed in the city.
If you were here you would also not be
allowed in the city. It is Forbidden.
“I mostly enjoyed the garden areas of
the forbidden city” said Mr. Deaven.
“The buildings are nice but the simple sculpture with green ivy growing in
and around it were my favorites.” Mr.
Deaven was not in the city during his
last business trip to China.

In the new car.
Medieval princess.

SCHAUMBURG, IL – In festive garb
the school kids gather, to see medieval
sports. One parent declined to go this
year, because the beer wasn’t served in
quarts.

DELAFIELD, WI – Boy acquires, repairs, and drives 2000 Celica, with temporary license to be granted by the state
of Wisconsin in the first two weeks of
February, 2014.

We are the Wisconsin Deavens – dave@deaven.net, aidan@deaven.net, mia@deaven.net.
In loving memory of Jennifer C. Deaven, devoted mother, wife, and daughter.

